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Wariofil Abpackmaschinen
Heinfried Herre e.K.
Inh.Wieland Herre
Hüttenbrink 5

D-31088 Winzenburg-Westerberg

Communication data

FONE:  ++49 (0)5184 -1735
               ++49 (0)5184 -1722
              ++49  (0)5184- 959677
FAX       ++49 (0)5184-8960

HOMEPAGE: www.wariofil.de
E-MAIL:         service@wariofil.de

Owner and contact person: Mr.Wieland Herre 

Company presentation:

Since 1954 Wariofil is a medium-sized company, which is planning,drawing,constructing, 
producing packing machines. These machines will be exported world-wide.
All machines are manufactured in the special modular  WARIOFIL construction system
and  they can be enlarged,extended and reinforced in any size,at any time at any place.

Our company has an excellent reputation due to reliability,expert knowledge and flexibility.
We are always trying to increase it by personal engagement,development and customer applied
manangement.

Wariofil is developing,constructing and manufacturing packing machines for many and several
scopes: granulates and powders can be filled and all kinds of plastic bags can be sealed and 
coded. Goods can be mixed and transported.

With our machines foods, e.g.:dry vegetables,cereals,grains,müsli,rice,sugar,salt,beans,spices,flour
baking mixtures,dry supplements,dried skim,milk powder,bread crumps,frozen food, frozen
fish,frozen meat,poultry parts,mushrooms (dried,fresh,with salt water,frozen) frozen vegetables
can be filled and sealed,coded. Each time corresponding what is to do with the separate product.
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However, the functionality of the machines is not only limited to fill food stuffs.
Animal food: especially dog food (sticks),cat food,(sticks),horse pellets (sticks),pharmaceuticals 
(hard capsules),chemical products (washing powder,dry cleaner or dry dish cleaner,caustic soda
black powder,pearls) can be filled,sealed and coded.

Following products can be handled too:small plastic parts,charcoal for filters,active coal,seeds,
cement mixed with sand,grass-seeds,wooden pellets (mixed with confetti),small screws and nails.

   The coding and sealing machines are especially  made out for the sealing and coding of all kinds
of bags,foils,laminates,aluminium and all kinds of heat sealable foils.

     All machines are also produced in stainless steel.

The range of production contains at least 100 different standard models which are deliverable
practically immediately from stock.

Each machine will be produced and prepared extremly careful according to the samples which
had been given to us from the customer. The operation personal will be instructed and trained
carefully so that they know to handle the machines very well. Otherwise strict plans and operation
instructions will show how to use the machines when they are exported.

   Due to permanent development as well as flexible adjustment to the requirements of the market
and the very special requests of the customers our company has reached a significiant reputation.

Priorities:

Due to the long experience Wariofil can guaranty: 

durable and and very good functionality of the machines
highest quality standard for all machines
machines easy  in handling and maintenance-free,no greasing-no oiling
highest  endurance concerning technical outfit
reliablility,stability,large of use and flexiblility of the machines
machines and plants are ready for immediate function

Special service:

professional and individual advise
if requested we send you very detailed leaflets. The complete range of the machines 
as well as all technical documentations can be sent by email immediately.
All dimensions and sizes of the machines / plants,too.

For further informations please don't hesitate to contact us.
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Range of production:

Filling and packing machines

electronical weighing machines
small and separate filling machines,to be placed on a table
semi-automatic filling plants
fully automatic filling plants
fully automatic vertical packing machines

Pans for sweets

Emptying machines for containers

Semi-automatic labeling machines

Conveyor machines

vertical conveyors
screws
inclined conveyors
vakuum conveyors

Mixing machines

V-blender in stainless steel
pans for sweets in stainless steel

Machines for testing sealed bags  filled with toxic
and dangerous materials,liquids,acids etc. after being filled

Sealing and coding machines

continous bag sealing machines
general sealing machines for plastic bags/foils
bag sealing /( and)  coding machines
plastic foil and plastic bag sealing machines of all kinds
sterilized foil sealing machines for hospitals and medical needs
high-speed bag sealing and coding machines up to 50 bags/minute
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Heat sealing machines

sealing card-o-seal bags, aluminium bags,coated bags,laminate bags,
paper bags outside with sealable material inside ( pp/pp/etc.)

Conveyor belts

All machines will be produced brand-new and they are corresponding to the special
customer`s requirements.
We produce the packing plant according to the individual indications,separately
and strictly to the latest German laws for machinery under consideration of all
valid laws and rules for security.

All machines are available as brand new models and  / or: occasions,too.
They also can be hired either for a short or a long period.

Fixing of our aim:

Due to excellent production quality and offers of used machines, a set up and
deepening of further, future planned business relations, based on partnership
under maintainance of the previous,positive judgements of our customers,
will be aspired.
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